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Editor James Harlan

The irony of education for an informed citizen
in the real world

Rachael Manser
Opinion Columnist

A

s early graduation looms
near and some of us are
preparing ourselves to
be thrust out into the world of
adulthood, some more willingly
than others, I can’t help but
wonder why essential life skills
like how to negotiate a job offer
or rent an apartment weren’t
a part of my public or private
education.
Attempts were made at my
high school to educate us about
the economy, but instead of
learning about mortgages, taxes, and investments, we learned
about the intersecting slopes of
supply and demand.
Elective classes were offered
on accounting and personal finance, but for someone who had
a full schedule of honors and
AP classes in the required fields
of science and the humanities,
as well as a part-time job after
school, these electives were difficult to fit in.
At 16 years old, I was already participating in a working world of which I had only a
basic understanding.
I knew I was getting paid

above minimum wage, so I felt
like I had very little reason to
complain.
Little did I know that multiple retail companies I would
work for in the future would
be breaking OSHA guidelines.
When I started doing my
taxes, and still to this day, I rely
on the internet to provide me
with the correct information
and hope the IRS skips over my
puny income.
Our education system gives
students little opportunity, if
any, to understand and interact
with the world of employment,
property, and taxes before it
is absolutely necessary the
moment we step down from
the stage at graduation with a
flimsy piece of paper in hand.
General requirements for
both high school and undergrad
programs include math, science,
history, english, and a host of
other related topics, but rarely
require students to learn the
most practical and basic knowledge necessary for our personal
success, growth, and financial
well being.
Whenever I think about the
relevance of the education I’ve
been given, I always remember one freshman year class in
honors geometry with a teacher
who always made an attempt
to show us how the skills we
were learning could be applied
in our lives.
He also understood that
sometimes they could not.
One day, we were learning about some more complex
topic related to circumference,
and he told us that this would
be useful in our lives if we ever
found a broken plate on the side
of the road and were just dying
to know how it originally fit
together.
He understood that some

things were irrelevant to practicality.
I’m not debating the relevance of learning about the
tragic history of violence and
oppression in the world in an
effort to prevent it in the future,
the validity of learning about

The Good, the Bad, and
the Meh
We can count the number of weeks left in
the semester on one hand!
Weather has been quite ambiguous lately.
Should we worry what these mild conditions might imply for the coming winter?
Final projects and finals are upon us. Buckle
down and persevere. You got this.

the functioning of the human
body to maintain our health,
or even the necessity of learning how to do basic math so
we don’t have to be completely
dependent on machines.
I do recognize the privilege
to be granted such an education.
I am questioning how it is
possible that learning how to
get and pay back a loan, how to
rent an apartment, and how to
negotiate a successful job offer
are not considered important
enough to be included in a list
of general requirements.

[I]nstead of learning about mortgages,
taxes, and investments,
we learned about the
intersecting slopes of
supply and demand.
Arguments could be made
that these are basic life skills that
your parents or other trusted
adults should be teaching you
or that they are simply things
you must learn through trial
and error.
Consider someone who
grows up with a single parent
who barely has enough time to
make a sufficient income to keep
a roof over their child’s head, let
alone teach that child how to do
it themselves.
Consider the hardworking

individual who is getting ready
to have a relaxing retirement
after a long and successful career only to find out they have
barely enough money saved to
last them five years out of work.
Consider the many young
people who wind up in crippling debt and financial turmoil
after college because they can’t
effectively navigate their student loans.
With requirements and increased availability for classes
like personal finance, career
development, and the logistics
of having a roof over head that
could teach us how to do taxes,
invest money wisely, manage
and pay back loans, negotiate
job offers and raises, rent and
buy apartments and homes,
and take out a mortgage, among
an amalgamation of other life
skills, we could significantly
increase overall personal and
financial well being.
In a society where being an
informed citizen is of the utmost
importance for the benefit of
a government for the people,
being informed in career and
financial success should be
viewed as one of the most
significant factors to a healthy
economy.
Therefore these concepts
should be treated as a requirement in schools around the
country.
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The slow and deserved
death of Black Friday

Cameron MacDonald
Opinion Columnist

H

ere in the United
States, we celebrate
Thanksgiving
around
this time of year.
Most of us return home to
visit family, catch up with old
acquaintances, and eat far more
food than we ever should.
However, there are quite
a few of us here (and around
the world) that also partake in
an additional tradition: Black
Friday.
It has led to some interesting
and tragic news stories.
I’ve definitely noticed a
relative downward trend in
people’s interest in the event,
and I have some ideas as to why
that might be.
Black Friday deals used to be
better and more exclusive, and
the sales only ran for that day.
This offered a rare chance at
some pretty great deals.
However, it also offered you
a rare chance to watch a bunch
of strangers get into fights while
competing to score a flat screen
TV.
It was certainly much more
of a high-risk/high-reward
situation.
I thought the sales were

ridiculous because of that.
I didn’t want to have to
get up early, wait in line in the
freezing cold, and risk getting
trampled (or shot, which actually
happened at a Toys R’ Us) just to
get a great deal.
I’d rather just wait and see
what’s left over. Chances are
pretty high that I didn’t actually
need anything that was being put
on sale, so I wasn’t concerned if I
couldn’t get it that day.
However, as the years have
gone by, corporations and
companies managed to ruin
Black Friday for themselves
by starting the “deals” earlier
and earlier every year, even
sometimes weeks in advance.

I think I started getting
Black Friday emails
as early as November
1st this year, which
Amazon called a
“Countdown to Black
Friday” as a very
transparent way of
saying “Why not start
spending now?”
I think I started getting
Black Friday emails as early as
November 1st this year, which
Amazon called a “Countdown
to Black Friday” as a very
transparent way of saying “Why
not start spending now?”
I think this is making people
do just that, or at least start
looking for and purchasing their
stuff earlier, which is leading to
less and less turnout on Black
Friday.
I don’t necessarily think this

Black Friday shoppers squabbling over an on-sale TV.

is a bad thing. Less of a chance
for injuries might be considered
an improvement for the event,
but I think offering the deals so
early also completely defeats the
purpose of the “holiday.”
If the deals are running for a
month leading up to it, then it’s
not really a special day, is it?
It’s more of a special month.
Which is fine, but you may as
well advertise it as such.
My other big beef with
Black Friday is that the holiday
influenced more and more
retailers to start making people
work Thanksgiving evening,
which is just awful.
Thanksgiving is a national
holiday and retail employees
already put up with more than
enough for a lifetime, so is it
really too much to ask for one
day where they can go home and
enjoy time with their families?
Do they really need to go
to work and be forced to break
up fight after fight over some
arbitrary piece of plastic and
electronics?
I think we tend to forget
that retail employees are people
too and work one of the most
berated positions in the country.
Just let them have one day
before they have to go in and
deal with people at their worst
for the entire day.
In the end, I’m kind of glad
that Black Friday is starting to
lose some steam.
I can still get the occasional
deal online or on Cyber Monday.
I don’t think we need to be
focused on getting a bunch of
unnecessary items.
Lets choose not to punch out
someone’s grandma so we can
save $5 on some knock-off purse.
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Black Friday
bonding

Ella Napton
Opinion Columnist

T

hanksgiving has come and
gone.
The turkey has been
eaten, the tables have been
cleared, and the family has gone
back to Wisconsin.
As Thanksgiving dinner
died down another “National
Holiday” emerged from the
remnants of stuffing and mashed
potatoes: Black Friday.
As I scrolled through my
Twitter feed while laying on
the floor, I saw many a tweet
criticizing Black Friday and the
stores opening early.
While I recognize that it is
unfair for workers to be expected
to work on Thanksgiving and
early Friday morning, Black
Friday is still a very worthwhile
use of people’s times--especially
for college students.
Black Friday is one of the
only opportunities for people
less well-off to treat themselves
and others to something that
would normally be a little out of
their price range.
That electric toothbrush
you’ve been eyeing since your
last dentist appointment?
It’s fifty percent off.
The fuzzy blanket your bed
really needs?
It’s $5.99.
Some of us are not used to
treating ourselves to things
outside the dollar section at
Target.
On this one day (and Cyber
Monday) we are given the
chance to spend about the same
amount of money we would
otherwise for more goods.
They’re usually better quality
purchases as well.
There are certainly cons to
Black Friday, but the benefits of
the sales offered to consumers
heavily outweigh them.
One of the biggest arguments
against Black Friday is that you
are not spending as much time
with your family as you should
on Thanksgiving.
Depending on how your
family environment is, this could
be a positive thing for you.
If you do enjoy your family,
Black Friday is a time to bond
over great deals on luggage and
surviving the crazy crowds at JC
Penney’s and Macy’s.
The camaraderie you feel
after finding the last Instant
Pot at Target is better than that
of coincidentally taking a nap
at the same time on the floor of

your aunt’s house while the rest
of your family snooze in various
other locations.
You do not even need to stay
out all night and get up at the
crack of dawn, which would
admittedly cause some strain in
many relationships, to have a
successful Black Friday.
Many sales begin Thursday
(again, sucky for retail workers)
afternoon and extend through
Friday night, and even Saturday!
Pick a time that works for
you, and I am sure you will find
the same deals that you would at
two in the morning.
My family was done with our
Black Friday shopping at 11p.m.
on Thursday night.
We were tucked in with our
new pajamas and fuzzy socks
by 11:15, ready to sleep off the
Thanksgiving food hangover.
We avoided all the lines and
much of the craziness that we
would have otherwise seen by
going out the night before Black
Friday.
So, the long lines and the
trampling crowds are a bit of a
moot point when it comes to
judgement of Black Friday.

As Thanksgiving dinner
died down another
“National Holiday”
emerged from the
remnants of stuffing
and mashed potatoes:
Black Friday.
They are easily avoidable,
and all of the same deals (for
the most part) were still readily
available to us when we desired
them.
Although some of the magic
of Black Friday comes from
finally reaching the storefront
or cashier after waiting for two
hours, it is easily replaceable by
getting a full night’s sleep and
the same items you would have
gotten otherwise.
This brings me back to the
argument of not being able to
spend as much time with your
family.
Because of the hours being
extended for Black Friday, you
will have more opportunities to
spend time with your family.
Unlike years before, you
have more opportunities to shop
and more opportunities to bond
over pumpkin pie with your
grandma.
And if you do happen to
get stuck in line with a family
member at ShopKo, this gives
you some bonding time as well,
even if what you are bonding
over is how much the line sucks
and how good some apple pie
sounds at that moment.
Black Friday comes once a
year. Yes, stores have sales on
and off all year round, but only
once in 365 days is there a day
set aside solely for shopping.
Black Friday is not about to
disappear any time soon, so why
not take advantage of it?
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The gun problem

T

Emily Pratt
Opinion Columnist

here is nothing quite like
glancing at your aunt and
uncle’s local newspaper
on the morning before Thanksgiving to find an article about
Wisconsin’s abolishment of the
minimum age for a gun license
on the front page.
More specifically, it covered
a six-year-old girl’s first successful deer bagging.
That certainly put a damper
on my holiday spirit.
It’s difficult to say what
terrifies me more; the mayor
rationalizing that such an act is a
good idea, or the parents of this
girl jumping on the bandwagon
to place a gun in her hands.
Either way, kindergarteners
and even younger children now
have as much right to march or
crawl through the woods while
as well-armed as their grandparents – with their parent’s
supervision of course.
Personal politics are fought
over on nearly every social
media site and news medium
so that they really do become
exhausting to even think about
anymore.
Gun control (or a lack thereof) has reached a new level of
insanity that goes far deeper
than politics because of its threat
to the lives of each person who
lives within the borders of the
United States.
Laws like this should not
exist in the twenty-first century,
especially when considering
what effects such little gun
control has had on thousands
of people in the recent of years.
No child should have the
responsibility of handling a
firearm, even when an adult is
supervising their every move.
I remember a news story
a few years ago where a boy
around the kindergarten age
accidentally shot his little sister.
There have been plenty of
stories like that previously, and
they certainly won’t be the last
ones told.
Children are so much more
likely to act impulsively.
It would seem impossible
that people can continue to remain unaffected by the surplus
of mass shootings across the
United States.
Loosening what little control there is on firearms is an
enormous step in the opposite
direction lawmakers should be
taking to solve the problem.
Maybe they assume every
country suffers from this problem, even though Americans

own nearly half of the estimated
650 million civilian owned
guns worldwide (CNN Gun
Statistics).
The reality is that more people have died from mass shootings in the United States within
the last two months than Europe
has had in the last two years.
The difference between the
two is, of course, Europe’s much
stricter gun policy.
Even Australia created the
National Firearms Agreement
in 1996, following the deadliest
mass shooting in their history.
It requires anyone who possesses a gun to have a firearm
license that is registered with
a serial number and to obtain
such a license, they must demonstrate a genuine reason for
holding a firearm.
A record is kept of all those
who are forbidden such a luxury.
While this action was unable
to put a complete stop to such
extreme violence, the number
of mass shootings dropped
substantially, and certainly none
have occurred on the scale of
what the United States has been
dealing with.
Unfortunately, the United
States continues to be strongly
against such progressive reform.

It’s difficult to say
what terrifies me
more; the mayor
rationalizing that
such an act is a good
idea, or the parents
of this girl jumping
on the bandwagon
to place a gun in her
hands.
Those in positions of power
argue mass shootings are a
result of mental illness, even
though Europe has approxi-

Cole Trebelhorn

mately the same percentage of
mentally ill people without the
occasional shooting spree.
Our problem is the lack of
gun control and the endless
defense of the Second Amendment.
How many people really understand how our government
functions when they argue that
people can’t change the constitution?
Believe it or not, people can
change the Second Amendment; that’s why they call it an
amendment.
Arguing that guns are needed for a person’s own protection
is equally pointless.
You won’t need a gun to defend yourself if the other person
doesn’t have a gun.
No other weapon is as quick

and effective as one, and it is
much less likely someone will
decide to rob your house if they
must resort to the primitive
method of using a knife.
Every sensible kitchen has
knives, so you would still be
evenly matched even if you did
find yourself in such a situation.
Anyone who finds that suggestion ridiculous should probably reevaluate their argument
for keeping a gun in the house
for safety.
It is also important to question why so many people weigh
their own freedom as more
important than the lives of thousands of others.
Especially when this ‘freedom’ is solely based on the ability to possess a firearm.
Americans love to loudly

proclaim their freedom to the
world but they never question
how much freedom is too much.
You have freedom of speech,
freedom of education, and freedom to vote, will it really cost
you so much to relinquish the
right to a gun?
You may not intend to use
it for violence and maybe you
never will, but the fact remains
that someone always does.
That is not a risk any human
should be willing to take.
Allowing children of any age
to use a gun is not progressive.
Moving forward without
stricter gun control will only
lead to more mass death.
It is long past the time for
reform.
Let’s end this brutal pattern
once and for all.
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Literary Crossword
Across
1. Opposite of poetry
4. These brothers wrote many well-known fairytales.
5. Bram Stoker wrote about this blood-sucking
character.
6. Genre focusing on coming-of-age stories
7. A well-known detective; partners with Watson
9. Plop, buzz, squirt
11. Device where conjunctions like “and” are used in
excess
12. Author of Frankenstein
13. “I’m so tired that I cannot possibly walk another
inch!”

Down
2. A comparison using “like” or “as”
3. A book written about oneself by oneself
8. Stream-of-consciousness is a type of this concept
10. This Greek poem is a great example of an epic.

“Traying”

by Trevon Sladek

ACROSS
1. Prose
4. Grimm
5. Dracula
6. Bildungsroman
9. Onomatopoeia
11. Polysyndeton
12. Shelley
13. Hyperbole

DOWN
2. Simile
3. Autobiography
8. Chronology
10. Odyssey

Pun of the week
“Time flies like an arrow. Fruit flies like a banana.”

The zodiac signs as retail clothing stores
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Scorpio (October 23-Nov. 21)

Old Navy

Urban Outfitters

Kohl’s

Hollister

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Virgo (August 23-Sep. 22)

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

Hot Topic

American Eagle

Lululemon

Forever21

Aries (March 21-April 19)

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Libra (Sep. 23-October 22)

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

J.Crew

H&M

Ragstock

Aéropostale
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Gusties undefeated after first three games
Women’s Basketball ranked No. 12 in the nation

Gustavus Sports Information

First-year Paige Richert calls for the ball during a game against the University of Wisconsin-Lacrosse. The team is off to a hot start, wining its first three games, and is currently ranked No. 12.

Nathan Thompson
Staff Writer

T

he Gustavus Women’s
Basketball began the new
season with a hot start,
winning their first three games
against Buena Vista, UW-La
Crosse, and Martin Luther College.
The No. 12 ranked Gusties
opened their season against the
Beavers of Buena Vista University with a 80-73 victory fueled
by a strong team performance
in the second half.
Buena Vista controlled the
scoring in the first ten minutes,
taking a 23-17 lead into the
second quarter while shooting 64.3 percent from the field
against the Gusties 44.4 percent.
Senior forward Miranda
Rice shot a perfect 4-4 from the
field to lead the Gusties with 8.
Rice led the Gusties in scoring through the first half, tallying 12 of her 29 points in the
first two quarters of play.
The Beaver’s lead persist ed
until late into the second quarter where the Gusties would go
on an 11-2 run to end the first
half and take a 34-32 lead.
The Gusties successfully

converted 46.4 percent of their
shots in the first half and made
2-6 attempts from deep while
also making 6 of their 8 free
throw opportunities. Junior
Kendall Thompson led the
Black and Gold on the boards
with 5 rebounds through the
first 20 minutes.
The Beavers fought back
from the deficit in the third
quarter to take a one-point
lead, only to have the Gusties
score 12 unanswered points
and regain the lead, 56-51.

“There are things we
obviously need to work
on, but I feel we won
this game tonight with
grit and hard work.”
—Coach Kelly
Buena Vista went on an 11-4
run late in the 4th and shrunk
the Gustie lead to 4, but the
Black and Gold would knock
down their final eight shots
from the charity stripe to seal
the victory with a score of 7571.
Rice led Gustavus in scor-

ing with 29 points and was
also one of three Gusties to
tally eight rebounds along with
Thompson and Junior Justine
Lee. Lee would also distribute
the ball efficiently, registering
five assists to lead the team.
Gustavus headed back to St.
Peter to take on UW-La Crosse
where they walked away with
a 67-59 victory in the home
opener.
Despite a back and forth
first half where there were
six lead changes, the Gusties
would still go into the second
half with a 25-22 advantage.
Rice led the scoring at halftime
with eight while both teams
shot 9-27 from the field.
Gustavus continued to add
to its lead in the 3rd quarter dropping 23 points while
shooting 64 percent from the
field to push the score to a 4843 lead.
The Gusties sealed the win
in the 4th quarter with a dominant late-game showing from
Junior guard Taylor Anderson,
who opened the final quarter
with three consecutive baskets from behind the arc. The
Gusties would then stifle a late
game push from the Eagles to
cement the 67-59 victory.

“Walking away from the
game I thought we learned a
lot. There are things we obviously need to work on, but I
feel we won this game tonight
with grit and hard work,”
Head Coach Laurie Kelly said.
Anderson scored ten in the
4th and finished second on the
team with 16 overall. A total of
four Gusties would finish the
game in double figures while
Anderson would also add five
assists and snag three steals.
Gustavus then returned
after a weekend off to battle
Martin Luther College in New
Ulm, where the Gusties coasted to a 78-45 victory, pushing
their record to 3-0.
While the game got off to
a slow start, once the Gusties
found their rhythm, they never
looked back.
After a slow first quarter,
Gustavus responded with a
dominant second frame, dropping 22 points and holding the
Knights to ten. Senior Mikayla
Miller’s ten points would lead
the first half scoring for the
Gusties as the visitors took a
36-16 lead into halftime.
The team controlled the
game on the defensive end
by nabbing an impressive 15

steals in the first 20 minutes.
Gustavus showed no signs
of slowing down heading into
the second half as they pushed
the scoring difference to a 5826 margin. The Gusties shot at
a 55.6 percent clip in the quarter and would hold Martin
Luther to 33 percent from the
field.
Gustavus would score
twenty more in the final quarter to seal the 78-45 victory.
Miller led the team with 22
points off the bench, while also
registering three steals. The
win was truly a team effort as
all 16 Gustie players saw action on Monday.
“You look at some things
to get better at but there were
a lot of good things tonight
as well. Anytime you get the
whole bench on the floor that
continues to help them improve,” Kelly said.
The Gusties shot an efficient 51.6 percent from the
field on the way to their third
straight victory. They would
also force 34 Knight turnovers
while registering an impressive 22 steals.
The team is back in action
Dec. 2 against St. Olaf College
at home.
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Men’s Basketball wins MIAC opener
Gusties start season off with a record of 3-2

Junior Spencer Tollefson looks for a pass in a game that the Gusties lost 41-59 against Buena Vista University. The team currently holds an overall record of 3-2, 1-0 MIAC.

T

Michael O’Neil
Staff Writer

he Gustavus Men’s Basketball Team is off to a
strong start in their 20172018 campaign. The team has
played five games so far tp sit
at an overall record of 3-2.
They opened the season by
traveling to Chicago to compete in the North Park University Invitational. After dropping their first game 66-70 in
overtime to Illinois Institute
of Technology, the Gusties rebounded and bested Blackburn College by a score of 8573. In their opening game, the
Gusties had an even offensive
attack behind four Gusties
who scored double digits. They
were led by Junior Riley Sharbono who had 16 points, while
Senior Jason Faul added 15
points on 6-8 shooting, Sophomore Vannis Smith tallied
11 points, and Senior Kelsey
Thomas also had 10 points.
The next night, the Gusties
rallied in the first 10 minutes of
the second half on a 23-0 run
and held on to beat Blackburn.
This time, Thomas led the way
for the Black and Gold with 23
points and 12 rebounds for a
double-double. Sharbono and
Smith scored in double digits
again, and First Year Zach Bloemaker contributed 12 points in
the Gusties’ win.
Following the Chicago tournament, the Gusties returned to

St. Peter for their home opener
against Buena Vista University. The offense struggled in
the early going, as the Gusties
started the game 0-13 from the
field. The first half was slow
for both teams, as neither shot
higher than 30 percent from the
field. Going into halftime, the
Gusties trailed 18-21.
The Gusties’ shooting trouble remained, as they shot just
29 percent from the field compared with Buena Vista’s 40 percent. Buena Vista maintained
their halftime lead throughout
the duration of the second half
and outscored the Gusties by
15 points. Kelsey Thomas led
the way for the Gusties with
his second-consecutive doubledouble, tallying 12 points and
10 rebounds. Sharbono also
recorded 12 points and added
eight rebounds for the Gusties.
“We lacked some intent and
focus, I don’t know if it was because we were playing at home
for the first time or what. Our
defense was solid for most of
the game, with the exception of
the offensive rebounds. We had
moments where I thought our
offense moved the ball well,”
Head Coach Mark Hanson
said.
The Gusties were quick to
bounce back after their somewhat disappointing home
opener as they traveled to
Pella, Iowa to take on Central
College in a non-conference
matchup. After a back-and-

forth first few minutes of the
game, the Gusties went on
a 10-0 run midway through
the first half. The separation
didn’t last long, as the Dutch
responded and created a run
of their own to regain the lead
with three minutes to go in the
first half. The Gusties responded once again and ended the
first half on a 12-0 run to take a
40-32 lead going into the break.
“We moved the ball better
today and took shots in rhythm.
I think we’ve seen enough of
ourselves that we have a better
idea of what we’re capable of
and that we make what we’re
capable of happen regularly,”
Hanson said.
In the second half, the
Gusties held off surges from
the Dutch and ended the game
with eight free throws in the
last 1:48 of the game to secure
the victory. In fact, the Gusties
were a perfect 18-18 from the
free throw line, which played
an important factor in their
success.
Sharbono put up a seasonhigh 23 points and led all
scorers, while grabbing eight
rebounds. Thomas and Smith
each added 13 points for the
Gusties.
“This was important coming off of a poor showing at
home on Tuesday to remind us
that we have bad games sometimes and there are things that
we can do to prevent that from
happening,” Hanson said.
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Sophomore Vannis Smith takes a difficult shot against a Buena Vista opponent.

The Gusties returned home
Nov. 29 for their first MIAC
competition of the season, defeating St. Mary’s University
85-65.
The Black and Gold put up
a strong offensive performance
in their MIAC opener, tying
their season-high points with
85. Five Gusties hit double
digit points. Faul led the waywith a season-high 21 points,
Sharbono followed with 18,

Thomas with 14, Freshman CJ
Woda with 11 and Senior Austin Goetz with 10.
The Gusties will compete
next against MIAC rival St.
Olaf at 1 p.m. Dec. 2 at home.
The Oles are 4-0 on the season,
and will be a tough test for the
Gusties.
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Men’s Hockey defeats Hamline back to back
Gusties improve MIAC record to 3-1

Gustavus Sports Information

Senior Jake Bushey handles the puck in a game Nov. 17 against Hamline University. The team won the game 5-2 and played Hamline again the following day, winning 4-1.

Jacob Woodrich
Staff Writer

A

s many may have noticed, Lund Center has
gone through its yearly
transformation of adding an ice
rink. Since the annual addition,
the Gustavus men’s hockey
team has been working hard
both on and off the ice. The

Gustavus Men’s Hockey team
currently boasts an overall record of four wins, three losses,
and one tie. The team is pleased
with the way things have gone
thus far.
“This season so far has been
a lot of fun for us all. I think that
our start, although small, is a
good starting place for us. Our
team is receiving production

Gustavus Sports Information

First-year Robbie Goor prepares for a shot in a game against Hamline.

from top to bottom and I think
that reflects our players ability
to buy into what we are about
and how we play,” Senior captain Tim Donohue said.

“One of our goals
and expectations this
season is to get better
every day.”
—Tim Donahue
The team began their season
at the MIAC Showcase in Blaine
last month, where they went
1-1, playing two tightly contested overtime games against
Augsburg and Concordia. There
was definitely a bit of an adjustment period at the beginning of
the season for the Gusties.
“From the start of the MIAC
Showcase, we knew that we had
potential to be a good team, but
we needed to prove it to ourselves. We have a lot of young
players, so there were growing
pains through the first couple
games and still are, but we have
taken a lot of steps in the right
direction to be the team we want
to be,” Donohue said.
The team definitely has

young talented players, including First-year Caleb Anderson.
In his first season as a Gustie,
Anderson currently leads the
team with eight total points. He
has three goals and five assists
on the year. His latest goal and
assist each came last weekend
in two big wins over MIAC opponent Hamline.
“The Hamline weekend was
a huge weekend for us. Hamline
is a good team and we came
out knowing that getting that
first win at home would be big,
and after we got that first win,
we knew we had to go to their
place and finish off the sweep.
We played six good periods,
and hopefully the momentum
carries on to this next weekend,” Anderson said. After
defeating Hamline twice, the
Gusties are now 3-1 in MIAC
conference play. As Anderson
said, the team hopes to continue
their success when they take
on Bethel twice this upcoming
weekend.
“This next weekend, we have
two huge conference games
against Bethel, so we all know
what we want to accomplish
this weekend and that is to come
out with two big wins, so that’s
what we’re looking to do,” An-

derson said. When the Gusties
host Bethel on Friday night,
there is more than just a hockey
game going on. During the
game, The Hill Crew will hold
the second annual Teddy Bear
Toss, which is a benefit for Gillette Children’s and Goodwill.
“This Friday, we have our
Teddy Bear Toss. Last year it
was such a great experience for
everyone in the building and
helps such a great cause. There
is nothing better than having
our students at our game, and
I think all can have fun at this
game no matter what level of
experience or knowledge of the
game,” Donohue said.
Beyond this weekend, the
Gusties hope to constantly improve upon their skills as the
season progresses.
“One of our goals and expectations this season is to get
better every day. Our coach is
consistently putting that in our
heads and I truly think our team
has bought into that,” Donohue
said.
The next home game against
Bethel mentioned above is set to
begin at 7:05 PM this Friday. Be
sure to come ready with a Teddy
Bear in hand for a good cause
and a good game of hockey.

